CLIMATE CHANGE WEBINAR SERIES Part I

WILDFIRES: CAUSES, IMPACTS and SOLUTIONS

Fri, October 16
1-3 PM

To register, please go to: http://bit.ly/Wildfire_Webinar

CONFIRMED PANELISTS

John Balmes  
UCSF, CA Air Resources Board – Health impacts of wildfires

Maria Estrada  
The Nature Conservancy - Fire Preparedness in Latinx Communities Through Equity and Inclusion

Don Hankins  
Chico State – Use of indigenous traditional knowledge to aid in conservation and stewardship

Gretchen LeBuhn  
SF State – Impact of wildfires on bee populations

Veronica Lerman  
Firefighter and Humboldt State student – Basic Wildfire Suppression

Lynn Schofield  
Institute for Bird Populations – Impact of wildfires on bird populations

José de la Torre  
SF State – What happens to soil microbes after wildfire?

Bill Tripp  
Director of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy at Karuk Tribe  
Department of Natural Resources – How indigenous burning practices could prevent wildfires

This Webinar is the first of a series that will lead up to the launch of our new Climate Change Certificate.  
Sponsored by: SF State University Climate Change working group (including the Departments of American Indian Studies, Biology, Earth and Climate Science, Environmental Studies, and Geography)